Visit Downloads at: http://www.rouseinternational.com/downloads/index.htm for more instructions.
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PREPARE
MATRIX

If some cuts in
the Matrix resist
opening, flex
them back and
forth and pull
them open.

Unfold Matrix

Spray
paint & extra
adhesive if desired.

Area that should
open

To color Matrix,
spray paint on top of
adhesive, let dry,
then add final coat
of adhesive (3-M
#77 is suggested).

PREPARE

BALLOONS

3
LOAD

BALLOONS

3

ALTERNATE
- - - - - -- - - - - DOUBLE
LAYER

Correct any twists in
the Matrix as you go.
See drawing of Heart
near the bottom of
page for shape of
fully open Matrix.

Discard pop out chips.

Bend down on both
sides

Size balloons
as noted at
bottom of
page

2

Stretch Matrix

Matrix has lite coat
of adhesive.

Bend up on both
sides.

For very neat results
tie most balloons in
very tight pairs and
trim off excess
balloon necks.

Pull apart.

For faster completion
of your project, tie
most balloons far
apart and skip triming step.

Inflate &
squeeze balloons

Equal portions of
each balloon should
be above and below
the Matrix straps.

Roll balloons into
place with the dark
spot on the tops of
the balloons pressed
against the Matrix
and the necks of both
balloons pressed
against the strap
between
the
balloons.

Load balloons into first heart framework with
one balloon of each pair in an opening and one
ballon of each pair perpendicular and outside
the framework as shown to the immediate right.
Then force each of the looseballoons into the
corresponding opening of the second heart
framework as shown to the far right

BALLOON SIZES
Load single balloons inflated
6 in corner (black) openings.
Load 18 pairs of 11 balloons
inflated to 8 in other (white)
openings. Use smaller inflation
size for metallic or pearlized
(relatively hard) balloons.

TIPS:
Many paints are brittle when dry and will crack off the
Matrix when the plastic is bent. Test paint before use.
The best balloon inflation size can vary depending on
softness and slickness of balloons. Test for best
results.
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